CONTINUITY

FLEXIBILITY

A LIVING BUILDING

There is one thing that is certain about the future, the future is unknown. This building responds to the unknown by being designed for ultimate flexibility. The
philosophy behind the design is rooted in continuity. All of the floor plates in the building are slightly ramped to create one continuous surface from the ground floor
all the way up (280 ft) to the sky garden. This not only allows for a completely flexible arrangement of the program, but also for a completely connected experience
where shared space is plentiful and both visual and physical interactions can occur everywhere. The design creates a new built environment, one that is efficient,
unpredictable, emotional, and inspiring. Each turn reveals invigorating and engaging perspectives and volumes. The building itself is alive. It has a beating heart
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at its center, a continuous circulatory system, a structural spine, protective skin, and has the flexibility to adapt and evolve to its surroundings and future needs.
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When night falls, light radiates through the Spine from the ground level public valley all
the way to the sky garden, articulating the design of the interior structures. Vertical
structural-glass window mullions glow from LED's to catch and direct the public's eye.

The building is enclosed by extremely transparent glass to showcase the movement, program, and the Spine for public
contemplation. The building peels up at the crest of the 4-story public valley to provide views of the neighboring buildings, the
"El" and the west side of Chicago.

A dynamic, gently sloped public valley, inspired by Chicago's iconic planar plazas, draws
visitors into the experience. The CAF is a huge 4-story open volume to the right. A
cafe, retail, and educational kitchen puncture the right valley wall, activiating the space.
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Simply through the organization of certain parts of the program, the open-air core, the Spine, bends and turns to create a
dramatic, sculpted, and faceted volume. The Spine acts as the main struture, allows light and air to filter through the building,
and creates opportunities for visual connections across the abyss. This is a view standing on the public valley looking up the void.

The gallery and workshop spaces are completely open and flexible. Since the floors
are ramped and continuous like a parking structure, no exhibit is too big! Mobile
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partitions can be used to separate space and provide wall surfaces.

On top of the building, the core communicates with the sky. Each structural-glass window mullion extends upwards, glowing at
night, to collectively frame a rooftop volume. Similarly, illuminated glass railing walls line the edge of the open core. Green roof
is taken to a new level; trees and wild prarie grasses return visitors and this Midwestern space to comforting origins.

MASSING DIAGRAM

PERFORMANCE DIAGRAM

CIRCULATION DIAGRAM
The auditorium, which floats in the huge volume of the Heart, contains an enormous
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window that frames the city and distorts perception of scale. During events, shades or
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electrochromic glass can be used to adjust the lighting to fit the needs of the event.
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The program is organized with the main

Shared space is strategically arranged

Gently sloped floor plates provide a

gathering spaces, the Heart, at the center

around the Spine to allow the 3 primary

continuous, thoughtful, and winding

of the building. Shared public green spaces

programs to engage and casually

promenade. Escalator and elevators

are arranged vertically to allow access from

interact with shared spaces uniquely,

provide a direct path. Visitors can

The High School and After School Program spiral around the Spine, allowing for visual

multiple locations.

while also avoiding traffic flow issues.

use a combination to fit their needs.

connections across the void. The classroom walls are foldable, allowing for flexible
arrangements of space. The learning spaces are kept simple to provide a clean slate.

